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Bio-Assimilation

There are a number of solutions for combatting the problem of persistent plastic waste in the environment. 

The end- of -life conundrum of plastic packaging is difficult to solve.  The first principle of packaging is that it 
must protect the product. 

Often it must be attractive for point- of- sale purposes. It generally requires barrier properties and must be 
capable of being used in fast, form, fill and seal machinery. 

Nothing can replace plastic for that task, nothing that has a realistic pragmatic carbon usage – many LCA’s 
confirm this.

However, the current attitude to plastic is highly negative. Short service life plastics are under constant attack. 
Although the problem is a social issue – particularly with regard to litter- the Industry is required to create 
solutions.



Twenty years ago, the technology categorised as oxo-degradable appeared to be a solution for solving 
the litter problem. It was competitive and a ‘drop-in’ solution.  

However, a combination of green washing, under performance and competitive rivalry condemned oxo-
degradable to become oxo-fragmentable and be effectively banned in Europe.

Currently there are some derivatives of that original science that have overcome the basic objections-
especially fragmentation and microplastic generation- and are being marketed in the USA and beyond. 

They can perform the complete breakdown of a normally recalcitrant polyolefin in abiotic and anaerobic 
environments. However, currently there are no standards developed that can fully assess their efficacy.

So, methods to demonstrate the ability of this technology to reduce a polyolefin to a low molecular mass 
and become absorbed into the natural background have had to be utilised.

Carbon labelling is an ideal means of tracking the carbon from a degraded hydro -carbon into a living 
organism.
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«Chemical and physical transformations may result in the
breakdown of plastic materials to nanometre-sized particles and,
ultimately, in the formation of polymer-derived compounds of lower
molecular weight. Such compounds may be assimilated and
metabolized by microorganisms, resulting in conversion of
polymer-derived carbon into microbial biomass and carbon dioxide.
These two are thus the ultimate end products of polymer chemical
transformation in the environment».
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Labelled polymerisation

• Polyethylene (HDPE) with marked 13C was 
synthetized at Ferrara LyondellBasell G.Natta 
R&D Centre facilities in a lab scale batch reactor 
with an approximate volume of 4 L.

• The marked ethylene contained in a pressurised 
container was fed into a lab scale Reactor 
together with hydrogen. Then polymerization 
took place in the presence of a Ziegler-Natta 
catalyst and cocatalyst at fixed temperature 
and pressure for two hours and then discharged 
and dried to obtain spherical polymer.
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Experimental Setup and Characterisation Techniques

3) Abiotic degradation followed by a characterisation of the aged compounds: 13C HDPE and HDPE reference

4) Biotic degradation: Bio-assimilation

Photo-aging test was 
performed in a Bandol 
Wheel 400 device for a 
duration of 200 hours 
followed by a thermal 

treatment at 70 °C for 100 
hours

Bioassimilation Test:

Monoculture at minimum 
medium of Rhodococcus

Ruber at room temperatures 
during 240 days. Starting with 

108 as inoculum 
concentration

2) Preparation of HDPE blends containing 1% by wt. Of pro-oxidant/pro-degradant additive (Eclipse™)

1) Characterisation of the raw materials (13C HDPE Spheripol™ particles and HDPE Spheripol™ reference)



Bio-Assimilation samples



Granulo HDPE 

Granulo HDPE-13C 

HDPE  Spheripol reference

13C HDPE Spheripol particles

15 ± 2 % enrichment in 13C         

Solid State NMR 300 MHz, Bruker Avance Neo

(4 mm probehead)

Raw material characterization by Solid State 13C NMR



The photo-aging test was performed in a

Bandol Wheel 400 device for a duration of

200 hours, at SEVAR laboratory, located in

Bandol / France.

The test parameters are set as follows:

- Nominal UV irradiance: 95 W/m²

- Black HRC, temperature set point 60°C

- Dry cycle (no immersion)

Results – Discussion
3) Abiotic Degradation

Lineal oxidation rate = D(OD1713/e)
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Characterisation of the aged labelled HDPE compound (13C HDPE)



Biofilm observation by SEM analysis

• (A-B): Micrographs of Aged 13C HDPE compound registered by SEM.  Bacterial cells on the 
surface close by the edges of the fragment film can be identified. 

A B



Conclusions – Mechanism of the transformation of 
Plastic Materials 

Based on the experimental evidence collected in the present study it can be proposed the following (bio)degradation mechanism for PE

(supported by Montazer, Z et al):

1) Abiotic Deterioration: this step can be reach by promoting the degradation of the Polyolefin substrate by adding pro-degradant/pro

oxidant additive able to accelerate, by a catalytic mechanism, the abiotic degradation of the polyolefin triggered by UV irradiation, heat,

humidity or combination of two or more factors.

2) Abiotic Fragmentation: the obtained "activated polyolefin materials" will start the abiotic degradation process mediated by the formation

of radicals, in the presence of oxygen, leading the formation of a very fragile materials. These fragile materials can be fragmented by the

action of abiotic and/or biotic factors leading the formation of OPFs.

3) Bioassimilation: the water soluble fraction, consisting of low molecular weight (carboxylic acid, lactones, ketones, etc) of degraded

product derived from the accelerated oxidation of the OPFs can be Bioassimilated by a wide range of bacterial strain.

4) Mineralization: the mineralization step occurs in concomitance with the Bioassimilation step since the bacterial strain is able to growth

thank to use of the carbon substrate as an energy source thus leading the production of carbon dioxide, water and cell biomass.

Montazer, Z., Habibi Najafi, M. B., & Levin, D. B. (2020). Challenges with Verifying Microbial Degradation of Polyethylene.Polymers,12(1), 123.



CAN WE DEFINE OPFs AS 
MICROPLASTIC?

EUROPEAN CHEMICALS AGENCY - ECHA

Microplastic

OXIDIZED POLYOLEFINS FRAGMENTS (OPFs)

✓Small OPFs (fibers and films) obtained after separation from the Bacterial 
biomass.

✓The time frame of biodegradation is years and not centuries.

✓The OPFs are very fragile materials when compared with the small 
Microplastics made of traditional polyolefins.

✓The OPFs can deliver into the environment a bio-available carbon 
source and widespread bacteria is able to bioassimilated it (here 
demonstrated by the results obtained in the Bioassmilation test).

✓The bio available carbon sources are also biodegradable and they can be 
better described as low molecular weight alcohols, ketones, carboxylic acid 
and organic substances containing vinyl functional groups.

✓The OPFs can serve as a substrate for Biofilm formation.

✓Ecotoxicological tests showed a similar toxicity for the OPFs when 
compared with the bacterial alone.

“Plastics make our lives easier in many ways and are often lighter or cost
less than alternative materials. However, if they are not properly disposed
of or recycled, they may end up in the environment where they stay for
centuries and degrade into smaller and smaller pieces. These small pieces
(typically smaller than 5mm) are called microplastics and they are of
concern.

Microplastics are solid plastic particles composed of mixtures of polymers
and functional additives. They may also contain residual impurities.
Microplastics can be unintentionally formed when larger pieces of
plastic, like car tyres or synthetic textiles, wear and tear. But they are
also deliberately manufactured and added to products for specific
purposes, such as exfoliating beads in facial or body scrubs”.
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Conclusion

• Numerous short chain length 
hydrophilic intermediates are 
created that allow access to the 
available carbon by living 
organisms.


